
Goal Zero Shifts
(EOD May 13)

77 Money Raised for Charity $38,500OVERALL EVENT PROGRESS 68.3%

TURNAROUND STATS LAST 24 OVERALL

No Treatment Case 0 2

Occupational Illness 0 0

First Aid 1 13

Medical Aid 0 0

Recordable 0 0

Life-Saving Rule Violation 0 5

Near Miss 0 5

Motor Vehicle Incident 0 4

Dropped Object 0 0

Hi Potential Incident 0 0

SIF 0 0

Env (Other/Spill) 0 4

LOPC (<100kg) 0 0

LOPC (>100kg) 0 0

Environmental Non-Comp. 0 0

The Ed Ex/Brand/Graham Turnaround 50/50 in support of The 
Rainbow Society of Alberta winning ticket has been drawn.
Congratulations to the winner, Clarence Siracky (Orion) HSSE!!!
Both Clarence and the Rainbow Society of Alberta took home $10,000!
Think of all the wishes that will be granted to the sick children of 
Alberta. Pictured: Scott Howard presenting the cheques to Amy Smart & Reuel 

Thomas of The Rainbow Society of Alberta and to Clarence Siracky.

“I would like to recognize the team at the wash bay. 
Clean Harbors, Ed Ex and Mammoet. They have shown 
great attention to detail through the whole process of 
cleaning, rigging, and shipping valves and other 
equipment that comes through the wash bay. They have 
made a big difference improving cleanliness and 
organization of the area. The wash bay area can get 
very busy at times , but the team always has a good 
attitude and takes the time to help.”

Kudos to Clean 
Harbors Safety 
Lead Justin Biro –
The team 
celebrated a 
Safety milestone 
by dying Justin’s 
hair! That’s 
commitment to 
safety!

“I would like to Nominate the SRU Nightshift Chemco 
Electricians that did a great job disconnecting the AZZ welding 
Temp Power and organizing the equipment efficiently. 
Sorting, counting, and palletizing the equipment in a timely 
fashion is important for ensuring that the equipment is 
properly stored and ready for future use. 
It's great to hear that the electricians were able to complete 
the job quickly and effectively. Well done to them!”



Motorcycle Safety Tip of the Week: 

“Save aggressive riding for the 
racetrack.”

WEEKLY SAFETY TOPIC – Heat Illness

NO HARM (Site)

FAC 06-May-23 Worker rolled 
ankle

FAC 07-May-23 Worker caught 
ear on wire

FAC 09-May-23 Worker received 
spider bite to leg

FAC 11-May-23 Worker lifting 
calibration block 
felt discomfort in 
back

➢Monitor how often you drink water – drink before, during and after physical labor, 
➢drink fluids with electrolytes, avoid caffeinated, carbonated, sugary beverages
➢Rest: rest breaks help your body recover
➢Shade: resting in the shade or in air-conditioning helps you cool down

Heat Illness Prevention Tips:

What are signs of 

dehydration?

➢Thirst and dry mouth

➢Fatigue

➢Headache

What are signs of heat 

exhaustion?

➢ Heavy sweating, cool 

pale skin

➢ Nausea, vomiting

➢ Headache, Weakness

➢ Fast pulse

What are signs of heat stroke?

➢High body temperature

➢Red and often dry skin

➢Rapid breathing and fast pulse

➢Nausea, Vomiting, diarrhea,

➢Seizures, 

➢Disoriented, Confused or 

Unconscious

Watch out for your 
coworkers

Report symptoms 
of heat illness 

right away

Heat stroke is a 
medical emergency

➢Don’t forget Sunscreen: 
Protect your skin now to 
prevent burns and skin 
cancer


